350

Special Edition
A feature packed computerised
sewing machine with easy to use
touch button controls.

294 built-in stitches
Advanced needle
threading system
Automatic thread
trimming
Knee Lift

350 Special Edition
To celebrate 50 years in Europe, Brother has produced the
. . Enjoy applying any
350 Special Edition
one of the 294 built in stitches, including a variety of utility stitches from blind hems to advanced decorative patterns.

Features at a Glance
LCD display - backlight clearly shows sewing information.

F.A.S.T Bobbin winding system.

Handy central controls.
Super bright LED effectively lights work area.

Drop feed for free hand sewing. Useful for quilting
or embroidery.

7 point feed ensures smooth fabric feeding and superior stitch
quality.

Knee lift frees up your hands by using your knee to lift the
presser foot.

Thread cutter button - automatically cut upper and lower
threads.

10 memory slots for saving your favourite stitches.
Combining patterns. Combine up to 70 stitch
patterns and save them to memory.

Needle stop position control select whether the needle
should be up or down when the machine stops.

My Custom Stitch allows you to create your own stitch
designs.

Presser foot levelling button for smooth consistent stitching
over changing fabric thicknesses.
Slide speed control adjusts speed from slow to fast.

Mirror imaging creates a mirror image of your stitch pattern
to give even more stitch variety.

Automatic reverse reinforcement stitches for
professional beginning and end of stitching line.

Repeated single sewing - Choose whether a stitch pattern
will be sewn once or repeatedly

Just drop in a full bobbin and
you are ready to sew.

Quick reference panel to
easily see all 294 stitches.

Easy automatic needle
threading.

Accessory compartment
comfortably holds all the
included accessories.

Choose from 294 utility and decorative stitches including 10 buttonhole styles and 3 lettering styles.

Optional Accessories
Walking Foot
Ensures an even feed
action when sewing
multiple layers of fabric
or when matching
fabric prints.

For the full range of accessories available see www.brother.com

Quilting foot
A spring action, clear
quilting foot marked for
easy reference that
handles a variety of
fabric thicknesses.

Wide Table
For easier handling of
fabrics when sewing or
working with quilting
or large projects.
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